I am using my website to share my final project with you. It can be located in the coursework drop down menu with assessment for e-learning. I was challenged by how best to display my learning and provide connections to research yet end with a useful, viable product. I have incorporated intentional placement of links to facilitate progression through the site.
Familiar back and next buttons have also included.

I also was challenged in how best to present my learning objectives, activities and assessment tools. I didn’t want to add more paragraphs of text, as you can see there already many words to read. I chose to make activity cards for my individual lessons. The idea stemmed from my days in school. Remember the SRA kits? These were boxes where a student would select an activity out of the box to work on. It was independent and differentiated based upon the student’s need.
I thought, that would be a viable format to categorize my lessons and activities in an efficient manner as well as display connections between research, content and assessments. So I began the process of using my graphic design skills to create activity cards that offered the student learning object, taxonomy level(s), activities, assessment tool selection and rationale, pros and cons and plagiarism considerations. You will see I have included a variety of viewing capabilities. Through review I have come to learn Internet Explorer does not always display uploaded files correctly. Being aware of ADA consideration and universal design I have incorporated multiple means of representation.

I am quite satisfied with the end product of my cards. They are informative, aesthetically pleasing, color coded and will be an easy tool to use for reference, whether printed out or viewed electronically. It is my hope you will take some time and peruse my artifacts of learning.


